
What is ‘proper’ exegesis for Paul is determined by his time, not ours, and this recognition must 
factor into any contemporary discussion of how we explain the NT use of the OT … The fact that 
such an exegetical maneuver would not be persuasive today (and in my opinion should not be 

reproduced) … should not dissuade us.  
 

- Peter Enns in ‘Three Views on the New Testament Use of the Old Testament 
 

‘The basic premise of Dispensationalism is two purposes God expressed in the formation of two 
peoples who maintain their distinction throughout eternity.’ 

 
- Daniel Fuller in ‘Dispensationalism’ by Charles Ryrie 

 
‘ The dispensationalist believes that throughout the ages God is pursuing two distinct purposes: 
one related to the earth with earthly people and earthly objectives involved which is Judaism; 
while the other is related to heaven with heavenly people and heavenly objectives involved, 

which is Christianity…’ 
 

- Lewis Sperry Chafer in ‘Dispensationalism’ by Charles Ryrie 
 

First Pet 1:10–11 though does speak to this issue of what the prophets wrote. However, it does not 
assert that the prophets did not know what they said. Rather, the language of “time” and “kinds of 

time” (τίνα ἢ ποῖον) deal with the timing of their prophecies and the specific circumstances that would 
entail. This is more a question of when rather than what. 32 In fact, Peter later states that the prophets 
read their works carefully and discerned that this pertained to Christ’s suffering and glory (1 Pet 1:11b). 

Hence, Peter asserts the prophets knew the what; they did not speak better than they know. 
 

- Abner Chou ‘The Grammatical Historic Hermeneutic’ 
 

‘I performed an experiment with a class of undergraduate students in a course on the OT. I distributed a 
list of selected prophecies in 1 and 2 Kings. It includes statements like:  
• The kingdom is going to be torn out of Solomon’s hand (1 Kings 11:31). 

• The whole kingdom will not be taken out of Solomon’s hand (1 Kings 11:34). 
• Solomon will rule the kingdom his whole life (1 Kings 11:34). 

• David’s descendants will be punished but not forever (1 Kings 11:39). 
• The house of Jeroboam will burn like dung until it is all gone (1 Kings 14:10). 

• The men belonging to Jeroboam who die in the city will be eaten by dogs, and those who die in 
the country will be food for the birds of the air (1 Kings 14:11). 

• The dogs will lick up Ahab’s blood, and they will devour Jezebel (1 Kings 21:23-24). 
I then asked the students to discuss how they would expect these statements to be fulfilled. I 

quickly realized that they were unprepared to deal with the pronouncements of prophecy. Their 
tendency was to concentrate on the wording and miss the point. They struggled first with 
superficial issues. Did the burning of the house of Jeroboam refer to a fire in his home? If 

Solomon was king all the days of his life, what would it have been like to be ruling as a child? It 
did not take long, however, for the students to realize that such superficial readings would mean 

that, for example, Solomon held the kingdom in his hand, since it was taken out of his hand. 



Their tendency toward complete literalism underscores an important point: reading prophecy 
superficially may quickly lead to false conclusions about meaning. 

When I noted that several announcements of judgment included threats about dogs and birds 
eating people, the students welcomed the possibility that those phrases may have been 

stereotypical statements of judgment. So when they read that Ahab’s blood would be licked up 
by dogs and that Jezebel would be eaten by dogs, there was a strong tendency to consider those 

phrases as fixed statements of judgment as well – until one student remembered that Jezebel 
was indeed eaten by dogs. 

The experiment with these students raises important questions. Are we likely to understand 
prophecy correctly if we read it at only a surface level? Was the point of these pronouncements 

to tell the Israelites in advance what would happen in the future? 
 

- D. Brent Sandy ‘Plowshares and Pruning Hooks’ 
 

‘Biblical prophecies were not understood until after fulfillment. This was not because the hearers were 
inept. (Six examples) 

• ‘He will see his offspring and prolong his days … He will divide the spoils with the strong’ (Isaiah 
54:10). Would we have known in advance … in what sense this was fulfilled by Jesus? 

• Micah 5:2 mentions a ruler coming from Bethlehem. But the preceding verse refers to a ruler’s 
being struck on the cheek with a rod, and the following verse refers to a woman in labor and his 

brothers’ returning to join the Israelites. Though the Jewish leaders in Jesus’ day identified 
Bethlehem as the place where the Messiah was to be born, [what could they have realistically 

made of the rest of the context]? 
•  Zechariah 11:12 mentions 30 pieces of silver, and Matthew 27:9-10 says that the silver coins by 

which Jesus was betrayed were the fulfillment. But could anyone have anticipated such a 
fulfillment based on what Zechariah said? 

• Zechariah 13:7 says, ‘Strike the shepherd and the sheep will be scattered.’ According to 
Matthew 26:31, Jesus quoted this verse on the night of Peter’s betrayal. But we would hardly 

have expected the prophecy to be fulfilled that way (I add: Is what happened ‘literal’?). 
• Malachi 4:5 says that Elijah will come before the day of the Lord. In the Gospels it is evident that 

the Jews were expecting Elijah to come back. In one instance Jesus says, ‘And if you are willing 
to accept it, he [John the Baptist] is the Elijah who was to come (Matthew 11:14). On another 

occasion Jesus says that Elijah has come (Mark 9:13). (I add: Is that a ‘literal’ way to read 
Malachi’s prophecy? Is John Elijah ‘literally’? Come on. Of course not. It’s not literal.) 

• In John 1:51, after calling Philip and Nathanael, Jesus announces, ‘You shall see heaven open, 
and the angels of God ascending and descending on the Son of Man.’ This image of angels 

ascending and descending between heaven and earth is an allusion to Jacob’s ladder. (I add: It 
shows that Jesus is the bridge between heaven and earth in his incarnation!). But when did 

Philip and Nathanael or anyone else see heaven opened (literally) or angels of God ascending 
and descending (literally)? (This was not interpreted literally, or in any way that an OT writer 

could have understood in any fair way as literal!).  
 

- D. Brent Sandy ‘Plowshares and Pruning Hooks’  
 

‘With a proper understanding of hiddenness in mind, we are now able to better understand how NT 
authors quote the OT. The ‘hidden’ meaning of OT texts most likely falls under the category of 

temporary hiddenness about the latter days. The full meaning of the OT text is hidden until a later point 



in time when the interpretation is revealed to and understood by those who believe. A good way to 
understand this idea is by comparing it to a unique retail gift card. Let’s say that on the back of the card 
there are several numbers, partially hidden or protected by a gray strip but not completely blotted out. 
Only the owner of the card is lawfully permitted to scratch off that strip, revealing clearly the series of 
numbers. Upon scratching off the strip, numbers do not magically appear out of thin air; instead, the 

code is partially hidden or latent, only to be revealed fully when the grey strip is removed. The consumer 
may have an idea of what the number is by studying the partially revealed parts of the numbers, but the 
scrambled numbers become fully visible to the consumer only when he or she completely scratches off 
the strip. The full meaning of an OT text is revealed in much the same way. Full or complete meaning is 
indeed actually ‘there’ in the OT text; it is simply partially ‘hidden’ or latent, awaiting a later revelation, 

whereby the complete meaning of the text is revealed to the interpreter.  
 

- GK Beale and Benjamin Gladd ‘Hidden but now Revealed’ 
 

‘The motif of Jesus as Israel runs throughout Matthew’s Gospel, but it is most vividly expressed in his 
compressed account of the Holy Family’s flight into Egypt and return after the death of Herod (Matthew 
2:13-15) – a tale unparalleled in the other Gospels. Matthew, reading backwards, sees in this episode a 
figural fulfillment of Israel’s sojourn in Egypt and return to the land of promise. The key prophetic text 

adduced in the formula quotation of Matthew 2:15 is drawn from Hosea 11:1: ‘When Israel was a child I 
loved him, and out of Egypt I called my son.’ … In context in Hosea, the ‘son’ is clearly the people Israel 
as a whole; the sentence is not a prediction of a future messiah but a reference to past events of the 
exodus. Thus, Hosea’s metaphor, referring to Israel corporately as God’s ‘son,’ evokes a tradition that 

goes all the way back to God’s instructing Moses to tell Pharaoh that ‘Israel is my firstborn son’ (Exodus 
4:22-23). Matthew, however, transfigures Hosea’s text by seeing how it prefigures an event in the life of 
Jesus. Matthew now sees the fate of God’s ‘son’ Israel recapitulated in the story of God’s Son, Jesus: in 

both cases, the son is brought out of exile in Egypt back to the land.  
This example suggests that Matthew’s formula quotations may have more narrative resonance and 

allusive subtley than is often credited to them. Matthew cannot be unaware of the original contextual 
meaning of Hosea 11:1 as an expression of God’s love for Israel, a love that persists even through Israel’s 

subsequent unfaithfulness (Hosea 11:8-9). Indeed, Matthew’s use of the quotation depends upon the 
reader’s recognition of its original sense: if Hosea’s words were severed from their reference to the 
original exodus story, the literary and theological effect of Matthew’s reading would be stifled. The 

fulfillment of the prophet’s words can be discerned only through an act of imagination that perceives the 
figural correspondence between the two stories of the exodus and the gospel. Through the lends of the 

figural imagination Matthew projects the two narrative patterns on top of one another, so that the story 
of Jesus acquires the resonances of the story of Israel’s deliverance.  

The effect of the juxtaposition is to hint that Jesus now will carry the destiny of the people Israel, and 
that the outcome will be the rescue and vindication of Israel, as foreshadowed in the exodus story and 
brought to fulfillment in the resurrection of Jesus. The prophetic text from Hosea 11:1 … provides the 

clue that the exodus story is to be read as a narrative template for God’s choosing and saving his people, 
a template now applied to subsequent historical circumstances.’ 

 
- Richard B Hays ‘Echoes of Scripture in the Gospels’ 

 
• Currently the church is God' s spiritual Temple made of living stones (1 Corinthians 3:16-17; Ephesians 

2:19-22), until the rapture. The millennium will return history to a focus upon Israel and will continue 
to be a time in which sin will be present upon the earth. Thus, God will include a new Temple, a new 
priesthood, a new Law, etc., at this future time because He will be present in Israel and still desires to 



teach that holiness is required to approach Him. [It will be] a new Temple measuring one mile square 
(Ezekiel 40:48- 41:26) instead of the much smaller Solomonic model. 

• The painstaking detail in Ezekiel 40-48 is similar to the instruction given to Moses for building of the 
Tabernacle and then to others for building the Solomonic Temple. Such detail is meaningless unless 
taken literally as were the Tabernacle and first two Temples. If the detail was intended to be symbolic, 
the symbols are never explained, as is usually the case with genuine biblical symbolism. Because no 
textual basis exists for a non-literal interpretation, those attempting such explanations become 
subjective in their many and various guesses about the meaning of the passage. 

• Millennial sacrifices are mentioned as a "matter of fact" by the major prophets of the Old Testament 
as future occurrences. At least four other prophets join Ezekiel in affirming a sacrificial system in a 
millennial Temple (Isaiah 56:7; 66:20-23; Jeremiah 33:18; Zechariah 14:16-21; Malachi 3:3-4). This 
further supports the literal interpretation of Ezekiel. Why would five of Israel's prophets mention 
these sacrifices if they will not take place? 

•  
- Tommy Ice ‘Literal Sacrifices in the Millennium’  

 
 

‘By contrast, pre-modern, pre-critical exegetes approached the Scriptures as the revelation of salvation 
history, one in which God spoke through the biblical authors not only to give but interpret his 

redemptive word-act revelation. Since the Enlightenment, many biblical scholars approached Scripture 
as merely another chapter in secular history, one in which the biblical authors reported about an event 
with redemptive significance that occurred within their own religious experience. They did not allow for 

the assumption that what Scripture says God says … Attacks on scriptural authority in the form of 
undermining canonical unity not only have a long history stretching back to modernity but demonstrate 
precisely how biblical authority slips away in the name of modern, enlightened exegesis. In an attempt 

to major on human authorial intent, divine authorial intent and, with it, divine authorship was relegated 
to an inferior position or, worse, abandoned. A failure to read the Scripture as a single narrative with 

canonical unity, it turns out, was a hermeneutic that spelled the death of divine inspiration and Christian 
interpretation. (B. E. Daley adds) A significant number of Christian theologians and biblical scholars are 

turning with interest and even respect to the exegetical efforts of the patristic era in the hope of finding 
there modes for new ways of reading the Bible with both scholarly sophistication and a reverent, 

orthodox faith.’ 
 

- Matthew Barrett ‘Canon, Covenant and Christology’ 
 

‘Now we must frankly admit that a literal interpretation of the OT prophecies gives us just such a picture 
of an earthly reign of the Messiah … that was the kind of Messianic kingdom that the Jews of the time of 

Christ were looking for, on the basis of a literal kingdom interpretation of the OT promises.’ 
 

- Floyd Hamilton, quoted approvingly by Ryrie ‘Dispensationalism’  
 
 


